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If I is 3 two-sided ideal of a ring R, the relativr functor K;,(R. I’) depends only on 
I considered as a ring f I ] . More precisely, if 9: R --* R ‘ is ;t ring hornomorphisn~, I’ 
is a two-sided ideal of R’, and 9: / 
K,(R’. 1’). Th 
* I’, then q induces an isvrrlorphisrn K,(R, I) =Z 
is is an algebraic analogue of the excision property of‘ topological K- 
theory. It has been an open problem for some time to determine whether the same 
property holds for &(R, r). It is known to hold ifg is onto [9, Lemma 6.31. 1 will 
give here some examples to show that excision does not hold for K 1 (R. P). Sotne 
explicit 4culatic~ns of K,(R, I), suggested by the examples, are also given. I will 
also give an expfici t set of generators for the kernel of K 1 (R, /) --, K1 (R’, I’) which 
is particularly simple in the case where R and R’ are commutative. In 56. I will show 
that excision also fails for the functorsK2(R, 1) of [S, 9. 10, 161. 
9 1. An example 
Let R be a ring with unit and let I be a Z-sided ideal of R. Kecall [ I, 9, 141 that 
E(R) is the subgreup of GL(R) generated by all elementary matrices oil(r) = 1 +“i, 
and E(R, I) is the smallest normal subgroup of E(R) containing all eii(x) with .rE 1. 
This is a normal subgroup of GL(R, n = ker[GL(R) -+ GL(R/l)] . By definition. 
K, (R, II = GL(R. I’jIE(R, /j. Clearly GL(R, I) depends only on 1. The following 
result shows that this is not the case for K,(R, PI and hence also for E(R, I). 
‘IIt? hypothesis means that x.r, = yx for x, _V E I but IX # ST for some rE R, s E I. 
Proof. The element u(r, x) = e&) e12(x)q1(~)-I for rE R, xE/ lies in GLIR, I) = 
GL(R’, /) and so represents an element e(t, x)E A’,(R’, I). Since e(r.x)EE(R, I), 
E(T, x) lies in the kernel of K $R’. I) -+ K, (R, 0. I claim that c(r, x) # 0 if iv ;txr. 
Since R’ is commutative, the determinant det: K,CR’) + U(R’) is detlned ( 11. Were, 
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as usual, CI(R’) is the group of units of R’. Let S(r; X) be the image of e(r, x) under 
t hc composition K 1 IR’. f) dst LJ(R’). It wiL1 suffice to show that S(r,x) + 1. Identify- 
ing C+(R) with its image in GL(R). we can write 
Therefore 6(r, x) = ( I f m)( I -. xr) +x(rxl). Since I is commutative, (IX)~’ = x(rx) 
and so (rx)(xr) = (rrx~xr = x(rx)r. Therefore B(r, X) = i t rx .- XI + I _ 
There are, of course, many examples of rings R satisfying the conditions of 
Theorem 1.1. One of the simplest is obtained by taking any ring A with unit and 
letting 
Here I 2 = 0 and it is trivial to check that I is not central. In 52, i will show that 
K,(R. I)=0 and K&R’, I) *A for this example. 
The above example depends heavily or, the non-conlmutativity of R. In $4, 
1 will give a commutative example. 
Given any example for which excision fails for K 1. we can construct a new one 
(R, 1) + (R’. I’) with the additional property that R -+ R/I and R’ -+ R’/ are split 
ep~morphisms. LetR l = R 43 I with (r, i)(;, i’) = (rr’,ri’ + ir’ + ii’) and I, = Q* I. 
ThenR1 -+R by(r,i) -+r+iisontosoK1CRI,f1)3K1(R,I)isanisumorphisnr, 
Define Ri =R’+/‘and[i= 0 % I’ similarly. Then (R 1, I1 ) -+ (Hi, !i ) is the required 
example. Note that Rl and R’, are commutative if R and R’ are. 
Using the result of $3, we see that the following result continues to hold if all 
rings arc required to be commutative. 
Corollary 1.2. TItere is no functor K2 from rings w’th unit to Ahelian groups sud 
that for every Cartesian diagram 
A --------+ A 1 
1 
1 if J 
A, ----+ A’ 
This continues to hold even if we restrict ourselves to diagrams where f is a split 
epimorphism. The result follows from [ 16. Prop. 9.11. Here is a simple direct proof. 
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By Thet~rcm 1. I and the remarks above, there is a map q: (R, I) -+ (R’, I ‘) with 
q: I * 1’ such that X1 (R, I) -+ Aj (R’, /‘) is ni: ajn isomolphism and such that 
R -9 R/l and R’ + R’/J’ arc split epimorphisms drings. It is easy to see that the 
diagrrrm 
R- . _ .__. ---_.+ R’ 
I 
I 
1 i 
_ ..* ;p 
is Cartesian. If’ there is a Mayer-Victoris sequence ( I ), we get an exact sequence 
Since Kz(R’) -+ K$R’,U’) is a split epimurphism, this reduces to 
Now iet A’> denote Milnor”s K2 and consider the exact sequence [?,14j 
Since R + R/I is a split epinlorphism, this sequence reduces to 
Similarly remarks apply to R’ and 1’ so we get a diagram 
0 --+ K,(R,I) -+ K,(R) + K (R/I) + o 
3 
i ’ 1 
0 -+K,(R’./‘)+ K,(i) + K,(i’!I’j -+ 0. 
Now K$R, I) + K $R’, I’) is onto, both groups being quotients oi GL(R, /) * 
GL(R’, I’). llising (2) we see that A’, (R, I) -+ K, (R’, I’) is also injective so it is an 
isamorphism. This contradicts our assumption about R, I, R’, I’. 
Note that Milnor 191 has extended the Mayer-Vietoris sequence under the hype- 
thesis that f and g are onto. 
If 0 3 A 4 R + C+ 0 is an exact sequence of rings (not necessarily with units). 
Gersten showed in [C;] that there is an exact sequence 
The following result also holds if all rings are required to be commutative, using the 
results of $3. Et says that Gersten’s equence cannot be extended to any h+. 
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Corollary 1.3. There is no funcfor K 2 from tings trt Abeliun groups such that for ary 
exact sequcrtce 0 -+ A -+ B + C + 0 of rings, there is an exact sequence 
This continues to hold even if we require B and C to have units and require R + C 
to be a split epimorphism. In this case (4) would reduce to 0 + K, A -+ K,B. For the 
proof consider the same R, I, R’, I’ used in the proof of Corollary \ 2. Hf there is an 
exact sequence (4). we get a diagram 
0 .+ K,(n -+ K,(R) -+ K*(R/I) + 0 
a 4 t 4 
0 -* &(I’)-+ K*(R’) -+ K,(R’,I’) --, 0. 
Frrrm this we deduce asily the exact sequence ( 2). The argument used to deduce 
Corollary I.2 m_w applies, 
$2. Radical ideats 
An ideal I [left, right, or 2 -sided) of a ring R (not necessarily with unit) is called 
a radical ideal of R if it !ies in the Jacobson radical of R. If R is equal to its own 
radical, it is called a radical ring. It is a standard fact 17) that I is a radical ideal if 
and only if for each xf I there is some _JE R with x +y +.ry = 0 = .Y +y +y.w. Now 
,i”-.x.-~~= --x -_VX so v El. 1 t follows that I is a radical ring. Conversely, if I is 
a radical ring and x E I, we can find _vE I C R as above so I is a radical ideal. There- 
fore an ideal I of R is a radical ideal if md only if I is a radical ring. In particular, 
the property of being a radical ideal is invariant under excision. 
In this section, I will compute K*(R, l) for the case where I is a radical ideal. The 
result is closely related to some recent work of Wasserstein f 181. However, I will not 
use his methods except for his Lemma 1. I. Instead I will give a proof similar to 
Dieudonne’s construction of determinants [S] , If R is commutative, the ordinary 
determinant can be used. However, in this case, the result is already known (3, Lzrn- 
ma 3.21. 
As usual, U(R) will denote the group of units of R and WfR, S, is defined to be 
the kernel of U(R) 4 U(R/l). Clearly U(R, I) depends only on 1. 
TheoremZ.J.LetRb e a ring with unit urtd let / be u 2-sided mdical i&d of R. Then 
&dR, I) = 0 and K,(R, f)= U(R, I)jW(R, /) where W(R, l) is the atbgroup of U(R, I) 
gettemted by all e’fments of the form ( I + a)( 1 +xr)‘* with rE R, x E I. 
The group W(R, I) was introduced by Wasserstein f 181 and was also considered 
by Silvester in [ II] . 
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Proof. Let I+ be the result of formally adjoining a unit to I. Then 0 -+ I -+ /+ + 2 + 0 
is a split exact sequence. The exact sequence 
therefore reduces to a split exact sequence 
If Y is a projective I+-rnodute, then PUP is projective over 2 and therefore free. Sup- 
pose P is finitely generared. Since / is a radical ideal of P by the remarks at the be- 
ginning of this section, we can apply the usual projective cw;er argument [ 14, p. 89) 
to conclude that P is free. Therefore A’,(/+) = 2 and it follows that K,(?, f) = 0. 
Since es&ion hulds for KO, we see thtit K,(R. I) = 6 using the map I+ -+ R which 
’ is the identity on I and sends 1 to f . 
We now consider K 1 . Suppose UE U(R, I) and r E C(R ). Following the argument 
of [IS, Cur. I.31 we set _~=(a ljr i E I and conclude that ( 1 + a)( I + sr)-1 = rada-* . 
It follows that (C(R), U(R, f)] C W(R, I). In particular U(R, f)/W(R, f) is Abelian. 
Since U(R, n = GL $R, I) C GL.(R, f) we have a map U(R, f) -* K, (R, I). Wasserstein 
(18, Lemma 1.11 has shown that W(R, /) lies in the kernel of this so we have a map 
$: U(R, f’Vh’(R, f) + K,(R, p). 
Proof, This is a well-known result [ 1, V Prop. 3.4, Th. 4.21. Let A E GL(R, r). Since 
f is a radical ideal, the diagonal elements of A are units of R. All other elements of 
il lie in 1. Therefore, by multiplying on the teft by elements of the form Pij(*r) with 
xEf, we can reduce X to diagonal form. Since ( “0 0 l )Ef:‘(R, I) for aE U(f). we can 
reduce A to the form A’ = diag(a, i, I , ..J by multiplying on the left by elements of 
14’(R, I). Clearly A’ E CL 1 (R, f ). 
To show that 4 is injective, we construct a determinant 6: CL(R, I) + U(R, f)llc’(R, f). 
If x E U(R, I), let X denote its image in U(R, f)/W(R, f). Define 6 1 : GL+R, r) -+ 
-+ U(R, I)IW(R, f) by 6 1(x) = 2. If X E GL,(R, I) for n 2 2. let 
and set 6,(X) = i1 ,S,_,(Z). 
Lemma 2.3. (a) ff x E f then G,(eii(X) XJ = 6Jx). 
(b) If a f U(r) and X’ is abtained from X by rmrltip~ving one WV ON 1124 
left by.a, then 6,(x’) = tiS,&Y). 
Proof. Property (b) follows immediately by induction on n. The same is true of (a) 
provided that i # 1 SO that C,(X)A and X have the same first TOW. SUPPOW now that 
i= 1. Let 
Corollary 2.4. ia’, if X, YE GL,(R, I ), then S,,(XY j = S,,(X)6,,( Y). 
(b)IfXEGL,(R.nhasthefi)~~nX=(~ $withAEGLp(R,f). 
CE GL,(R. I ), then 6,(X) = $(A)6,(C). 
Proof. For (a), write X= ED as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 where D is diagonal and 
Eis a product ofelements e&v) with xEI/. Then XY=EDY, X=/CD, and the result 
fi.hWS if CKI’l Ltr JllJTKJ 2. J(a) and (‘b). Property (h) is immediate from the definition 
of 6,) by induction OJI t?. 
It follows from (b) tflat the S,, define a homomorphism o : GLfL(R, r) + 
U(R. .f)/W(R, 0. Clearly aI1 q&r) with xE I lie in the kernel of 6. To show that 
E(R, I’) C ker 6, we must show that ker S is nr)rmaIized by E(R), 
Lemma 2.5. If’ YEE’(R t am/ XEGL(R, f). rhen S(YXY” ) = S(X). 
irt the only remaining c’asc X- - q#). Omitting all but the ittl and jtJ~ rows and 
c’ulumns from the notation we c’an write 
shows that 6&q= id so + is an isomorphism. This proves Theorem 2. I. 
in fact. if f”=O, then U(R, I) = / where aE li:(R, i’), corresponds to 4 -- I E 1. It\ 
particular, for the 2 X 2 triangular matrix example of 5 I we have K, (R, lr) = 0 
while K, (R’, /f * 1. 
If R in Theorem S. 1 is commutative, then Ct’(R, l) = 0 so K,(R. I ) = C:‘(R. /). This 
was already proved in 13, Lemma 3.21. It follows that excision holds if we consider 
only commuta:ive rings and radical ideals. In particular, if 
is a <‘artesian di~~r~~ of ~~~~~r~~utativ~ rit gs, f’is onto, and I= kerj”is a radical ideal, 
the usu;tl adder 3agunlent ( I41 gives us the Mayer-Vietoris equence 
using Milnor’s AT2. Note that J=ker[A -+A21 is also a radical ideal by the remarks 
at the b~~~nnin~ uf this secfion. In order to put C&4) at the feft, we would have to 
show that K2C44, .!) -+ K,(A l, /) is onto but this is false in gencr-$ (see $6). 
1fR is a commutative ring with unit and I is an ideal czfH, the map U(R, /) --* 
K@, f) given by CfcR, f) = GL,fR, I) C GI.IK, f), is split by the d~ter~~in~nt map 
det: K+R, I’)-* U{R, I). We write K#?,fi = U(R, lj + SK&R, I), a natural dccum- 
position [ 11. Since U(R, r) depends oniy on P, it is suffir:ient o took at SK, (R, I) 
in considering the quest~~~~ of cxcisiun. 
As in ff.Ch.W]. we define I%> to he theset ofafl (a,& wit~~~~+~~ =R, 
as I (modI)and &3l(modI’). For (a, h)E IQ, we can fir~tlc,dEK such that 
i : f; IE SL#?, I) arrd the image f ,” ] of this in SK,(R, f j is independent of the 
hice of o and b f i, U-L Vi]. The Mennicke symbol [ ,h ] has the foliow~t~ proper- 
ties 11, ffi. VI]. I will write SK 1 (R, I) multipIic~tiv~~y here: 
~~Sla) [“:“I = [j for El, 
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(MSlb) [nthlbj = [tj for EK, 
shows that Kt(A. J) --* h’ I(A ) is a rllun(?rnorphisrll SO it is enough to check the rein- 
tian in A’,(A) Le.. fix the absolute case. The proof of(MS2a) is similar. 
IfH is a commutative Noetherian domain with unit, and dimH G I then [WI, 
Th. 2.3) asserts that SK, (Ii!, 1) is generated by the 1 i 1 with (CI. b) E IV, and (MS1 1. 
(MS?) are a set of defining relations for SK #. I), Note that the ring R enters only 
in the reiatrons (MS1 b’b since IV1 and the other relations depend only on I. 
Let p he an odd prime and let { be 3 primitive pth root of’ I. Let K = at) and 
let A = Z[Sj be the ring of integers of AT. tet /=pA and R=Z+ /C.4. 
Theorem 3.1. SK 1 (R, I) -+ SK 1 (A, I) is mu un isowznrphisnz. 
Proof. By 12, Ill. AA] WC have SK@, l) = 0. 1 will use the methods of 121 to show 
that SK,(R, f ) # 0. I will actually prove a slightly more general result which will be 
usefulin ~kLetX=1-- <.Then p=(X)isprimeand(p)= ~~-*.LetB=Z+y2i;.-4. 
As usual, pP denotes the group generated by 5. 
Proof, The Jacobi symbol ( e ) here is the one considered in [?I. This satisfies 
(MS I a ), (lUS2a ), and (MS2bO).CWe must verify (MSI b). As in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.1 of (21, we haile 
and it is sufficient to show that the second term is unchanged if we replace P by 
u t rtz with t WI. Since there is only one prime 1’ in K, the term in question is just 
(apt ) which we abbreviate to (a, b). Now e J ord+ p) = p --- 1. Since u f I mod@?, 
&& that aE Cly(p --I j. By [Z, A171 we have (c,b) = I ifc”- 1 mod p? If 
/rE 02. we have (a + th, b) = (a, fi)( 1 +d tb. 6) but 1 +o-ltb~ 1 tn Jd &@*I. The set 
tot rE 1.? such that (a t tb, b) = (LI, b) for all ti 2 1. b f 0 mod 1 is obviously a subgroup 
Iof R. We have iust seen that it contains p* so it will suffice to show that it contains 
I. %~.(a -b, b) = (a, b)( 1 --d b, b). But 6 I modp so 0-t s I modp. Let 
i-t= f +cp. Then.0 -- a-lb,bP(l 4 - cpb.b)=(l --b&W -4 ---bP1 cpb,b). 
The second term is I by 12, Al 71 as above because pb K I modp* and so moci VP+*. 
fluf (1 --b, b?= I for any b [2,At31. 
It remains to show that the resulting map SK ,IB. I) -+ + is non-triuial. By 12. 
Al 11 we can find aEA such that 6 I mvdp and Au is prime. Let cEA rnasl onto 
a generator of’ C&4/&). Then (’ z $ tit I so at least one of ( $ ) 
trivial. Clearly (a, p) and (a, pc ) lie in lVJ. 
and ($5 )JP is non- 
Since SK@, /) + Sfjt(f3.1) is onto, it 
foll~~w~ that SK@, 1) ;ct 0. 
r\ more explicit example is obtained by lettinpp = 3, a = I +p( and b =p. Here AQ 
is prime si73ce /V(a) = 13. IBy definition, 
0 b 5 b(‘-‘l)h = s4 E 3 mod 13 5 - 1 
so 12% ] + I in SKI&, I’). Rv (MSlb), the image of this in SK,@, I) is 1. c 
It would be very interesting tcl have commutative examples of characteristic p 
for p -f 0. In 5 S1 I will show that the methods of the present section will not yield 
such examples. The problem is discussed further at the end of 54. 
The proof of Lemma 3 _ 2 obviously extends co more general cases. For exampte, 
let K be a totally imaginary algebraic number field, let A be th;_Gng of integers of 
A’, and let p be a (rational) prime such that + C A’. Let @) = i i py in A. Since 
Z[{] C A. We see that (p - I jit?i* Write q = (p- I jf$ Let / ‘-; l-l pri and 
B=Z+ ng* 1. Then I C B if rri 2 rtlim If, in addition, FZZ~ +jli 2 1 + pei, the proof 
of Lemma 3.1 shows that there is a non-trivial homomorphism SK 1 (B, I ) -+ fip 
which sends [ ,” 1 to I ,b lp_ If also kri <pe; for some i. then SK@, I) = 0 by 
I’. Th. X(i). 
Ifp # 2, we can CI~OOSC l=pA SO ni = vi z:ld let mi = P + t~i. Ify= 2, I=/YA will 
not work since ei = ei but WCR can let ni = I +ei, nli = ej. For this choice of 1~;. 
SK&d, I) will be zero provided that 2 ramifies in hC so that some ei 2 2. 
8 4. Generators for the kernel . 
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berg group StfR 1. Z will give 3 more genera1 versicm of‘ Theorem 4. I which also ap- 
piiics ttr ail (‘hevslley group schemes and their Steinberg groups 1131. For any ring R 
with unit St(K) has pervxatvrs .~,~(r) fcbr i f j, EK. The Steinberg rciations arc 
Suppose. rn(3re gentraily. that we have ;I group G gsnerated by tlcmentsx,(r) for 
rEK ando!E X where Z is tin index set. We a&rlre that S has an involution which 
we denote by or I+ --,a! with a + ,. QI, -( a) = a. The elements x,(r) are irssumed to 
satisfy the following relations t and possibly others): 
where the 7i lie in a certain finite subset S,, of Z. We make the following sddirionsl 
hypotheses 
(d) T’hc set (fl,\ u Sap can be ordered in such a way that for all 
~,~E(p)u.sqjwe traveS’lh C{~E*S(q.Jf>~,~X} . 
Condition (c) is needed to insure the existence of Srs in (d), 
Example I. Let Ci = St(R) or E(R) and let X be the set of pairs (iJ) with Hi. Define 
.--(i,j) = (i. i’). Then (a) is (9) and (b) is the set c3f relations (SJ), (S3), (Sd) The set 
Sacs has at most one element so there is no diffkuhy in verifying (cl, (d), arid(e). In 
(d) we order (0) U SaB by choosing .B to be least. 
I:.xanz~,k~ 2, kt G he the Steinberg group asociated with a Chevalle~ group scheme 
[ 13 I. Let 2i be the root system. Thfn (p} li S, wnsists of all roots of the form 
pat + yfi where :I 2 0. q > 0 arc integers. If a = fl. S,, is empty. If Q + +/3 then a,@ 
arar linearly independent and we order .& by ordering the pairs (q, ~1) Icxi~ographi~ 
sally. Conditions (c), (d). and (e) are clearly satistjcd. 
In the general situati<ln considered above def’lne .x,(q, . . . . F,~ * x) for q, . . . . rirf R, 
.rEf. to be x,(x) if 11 =O and, for 11 XI, 
Proof. The elements clearly lie in N. Let fi be the subgroup they generate. Since all 
X,(X) with xEf lie in H, it will suffice to show that If is normal in G. For this, it is 
enough to show that the generators .@) of G normalize N. The following lemma 
@es a more prc&c statement of this. 
If a = -- & our element will just be x&, rt, ,.., I,,; a). Therefore. in all c’ascs, we 
see that conjugation by x,(t) sends the generators of if into elements of N. 
To prove Lemma 3.3, we use induction on PI. If II = 0, the resuft follows from 
relation (b) together with (e). Suppose now that k 2 1. Then 
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by relation (tr). Ih-dtr the hypothesis that Lenmii 4.3 holds for n < k, % will prove 
the fiGwing more general statement. 
Proof. Let S = (C-J,, . .. . us} where q < 
write T = (q , . . . . Tt} whcro q 
. . . C 1:~~ m the ordering: c9f (d). If TC (~}US,,. 
< 72 < . . . <I it. We write SC T if q < q or if 
01 = 7\ l 02 < 72 fa partial orderir@ 
If U, + .-6 s I?lOVe 311 terms Xri( fi 3 111 X With Ti = u,, to the right and ~omhinc them 
using (a). By (h) this introduces new fxtorc; xr .(z+) 
satisfy {j > of, and lie in S& t2y the irlductkn f 
into s but by (dj 311 such c,. 
is a product st’ terms of the time xe( s i 
lypothcsis q,,(l) .Y&~, . . . . r,,; a) q.,~r)-~ 
. . . . . s,,. 1~) with m G n. We must conjugate 
these by the element _I’ where .Y =p,-&) is the expressicbn ohtamed by rrrcjving ail 
X,i(ti) with 7. = CI,, fry the right. 
NOW J’ = f-r .Y,.&,.J~~ where all Q lie in a set T C (0) U S&. This set differs from S 
in having O, missing and in having (possibly ) new elements ;’ > u,. Smce ol < u2 
we can always choose v= 1 or 2 with u,, # 
is finite we can only repeat he: -2 
6. It Mows that TX’. Since (0) W&, 
ccrgunlent a initc number of times. The only cases 
where wt’ cannot repeat he arqmcnt are tllosc where .Y = I or x =x0(t) with u = 6. 
in the latter case, our element is .r,( t, q , . . . , ql; a). This cc~ntpletes he prljot’. 
We now consider the problem of excision. Let fi A +B be a homomorphism of 
rings with unit. Let I C A, I C B be 3 Aded ideals such that f’: i *J. We wish to 
determine the kernel of the epimorphism K,(A, fj -+ K,(B, J). Sinccf’: A +‘(A j is 
onto, we see that K&A, I)-+K+f(A),J) if< an isomorphism. Therefore, there isno 
loss of generality if we assume that f‘is an inclusion. Therefore we suppose that A 
is a subring of B (with the same unit) and KA is an ideal of B. Then K,(B. I) = 
GL(B. /)/E(B, 0. and K&4, r) = GL.(A, I+)/f/(A, 0. Since GL(A. I) = GL(B, I I, we get 
an exact scyuemx 
Clung Theorem 4. I ) we see that the kemel of K t (A, I) -+ A’, (B, I) is generated by 
the images in K@, r) of the elements eii(!+ . . . . b,,:x) where b$ B. xE I. 
NQW suppose r’ h$ j. k # I are integers and let PE GL(Zj be the permutation 
matrix cqaresponding to the permutation (ik) (j/j. Let Q he the image of P in 
CL(A) L, CL(B) under the uniyuc map 2 --* A of rings with unit. Then Q is &so a 
permutation matrix and Qtiij(brQ’-’ = ekl(b), Qeiitb)Q’I = e,,(b) for all b E B. It 
follows that @+&b.,, . . . . brr ; s,Q-’ = ckl( h,, . . . . b,, I s 1 so 
by I l+Jh. 15.1). Therefore eii(b,, . . . . b,,;.r) ard ek.(b,, . . . . b,;sf have the same 
inuge?n K&4. f). 1 will denote this image by c(bl, . . . . b,t ; .u) since it is independent 
of the choice of i;, j. 
A less explicit form of this result says that the k~wl of A’ $‘A. cj + K+B, II is 
generated by the images in K&4, I) of all Eq+)E’t for x E I, EE E,(B). WC can 
even allow all E E GLZ(B). The c(‘bl, . . . . b,,: x) aI1 have this form and a.ll these cle- 
mcnts lie in the kernel since et+) has image 0 in Kt(A. I j and fE, qztx)j E 
&L(B). GI_(B, f)l = E(B, I), It follows that thcrc is an exact seyuenc 
This may be interpreted as a stability theorem for the kernel of an excision map. 
The kernel of K ,(A. f) -+ L 1 (M, f) is also gencratcd by the images in K t(A, 0 of 
the elements je12(b), .x] for all I, EB, xEEZ(B, I). We can even dlow all 
x E GL~(B, f) = C$(A. 1). Clearly all these elements lie in KjB, r). !Ndulo these 
elements we have r(bl, . . . . b,; x) z cCb2, . ..* b,,; x) s . . . E e(x) = 0. 
We now consider the case where B is commutative. For any r, SE B, the matr& 
N(r, s) = ( $ _:‘, ) satisfiesN(r, s,$ = 0. Therefore U(r; s; xl = 1 f xN(r, s) is unipotent 
and lies in GL2(B) for any xE N. An easy calculation shows that 
q2fb) U(r, s;x) q21b)-1 = Lf(r. bs, s, x) , 
It follows that the clemcnts elz(b,, . . . . 6, ; x) all have the form I/@, s; x) for x E 1. 
Since 
( 
1+0x 6x 
U(r,, XX) = 
-s*x I-- rsx ) 
lies in SL#, I) for x E I, we may take its image ~(r, s; x) in SK t(A, I) and we have 
* 
Q 
j 
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In particular, we see that E(b, x) = U( I, - h;X) x [ 1 &] . Now 
. 
= e(-- rs, rx)2. 
Therefore tr(r. s; x) = + -fl, x)01 Ei - rs, ml2 so the subgroup of K I (A, I) gener- 
ated by all U(P, s; x) is the same as the subgroup generated by all E( h. x). Since all 
E(b,, ‘.., b,,;x) have the form ra(r, LX), this subgrcaap is the kernel ofK,(A. I) + 
A’@, I). Furthe;, simplifications result from the following lemma. 
bmma 4.5. I;ilr b E II, x E 1, c( b. x ) = 1 I “, 1 is additive in b artd in X. If b E A, 
the2 c_Ch, x) = 0. Ifx, y E I, thn dh, .xy ) = 0. 
Roof. By (9) we see that ug(bl. . . . . b,;x +y) = qi(h,, . . . . b,,;xb - ei+bl. . . . . b,,; r). 
Therefore eth, x) is additive in x. Now 
x 1-L x = (l--b,x)(l-b,x) - I-bp--&~x+6,b’x2 * I 
Using (MS1 b), WC can subtract (h&x)x from&the denominator since b, i2x G I C A, 
Therefore we get 
If liE A, then I,_:‘,, ] = 1 by (MS 1 b). Finally 
by (MS1 b) since @. &x E /CA. 
The following theorem sutnmarizes the above results. 
Theorem 4.6. Let B be a commutative ring and let A be a subrittg ojX Let I ha au 
ideal of B which lies ir2 A. Then there is UN exact sqtterre 
There is no need to assume that A or B has a unit since [ t ‘71 A’, (A, I) = k’, (A+, /), 
K,(B,f)=K,(B+,I)and B+/.4*= B/d. 
We need only observe> that K&4, Tb = kjIflA),Jl. The naturality will be exploited 
In 5% 
Theorem 4.6 gives us a slmpie universal example for exc’ision. If R is a 4.xsrmWatiVt* 
ring wjh unit, let iWR = R[N, 0) , 91~ = ~RV, iU’+ld i’!~ z R + %R. kt CR = Ettd,u)f 
K1(AR, %I;. b Thjs lies jn the kernel of A’, f AR, 9-K )--* K 1 fr, , %R b. In the situation 
of Theorem 4.6, if A and B are R-algebras each e(b, x1 with b E B, x f f is the image of 
eR under the map r’* --+ B sending 11 to b and v to x. ‘Thus it’ CR = 0, excision will 
hold in the case of commutative R-algebras. It is quite reasonable to conjecture that 
cR # 0 for every R # 0. To prove this. it will be sufficient to consider the case where 
R is a finite Geld. This is shown by the following argument. 
Write‘~=AZ,17=r~,~~=~~Z)and~=EZ.Then AR=R@il,I*R =R@I‘. 
(IjR = Ru 3 and CR is the image of CE under the canonical map r --c I’,. Since k’, 
preserves filtered direct limits. we can express R as a filtered union of t’lnitely gener- 
ated subrings R, and A’, (R@,l, R@ 3f ) = lim K(R,@ il, R,f@?l). If eER = 0, the 
image of E in this limit is zero and it foflow?that k-R,= 0 for su-ne a. ‘jlercf~~re we 
can assume that R is a finitely generated ring. Let $r‘ be a maximal ideal t,fR. Then 
eR maps to eRfw under the map induced by R -+ R/Y%. We now apply the following 
result which is presumably well-known. 
Lemma 4.8. A field which is finite& generutcd as a ring is finite, 
Proof, Let F be the field and let h C F be the prime field. Hilbert’s nuflstellensatz 
implies that F is a finite algebraic extension of k [ 19, p. 165 J so we are done unless 
k = 9. In this case. F is an algebraic number field. If so, let R be the ring of integers 
ofIt‘. ThenQR=F. IfFisgenerated as 3 ring by+ . . ..x.. write xi = ai /mli where 
aiE R, qE2. Then F=Z[x,, . . . . Xn] = R[N-lJ where N= nq. Ifp is a prime 
not dividing iv and p/r, is a prime of R, it follows that ard (x) 2 0 for all x E I;‘. This 
is impossible for x = p-1, 
We can also get universal! examples for excision in the non-commutative Case. Let 
R, = Al(v,, . . . . y,, . .x) be the non-oommutative polynomial ring on the indicated 
indeterrninatcs, Let 1,1 be the Z-sided ideal of R,, generated by x and let R;, = R + I,!. 
WC consider E&. . . . . yn ;s) in A’, (Rk, I,,). These elements arc all non-zero by 5 1. 
5 5. Rings of arithmetic type 
I will now show how Theorem 4.6 can applied to the qualitative 
of 121 rings of type” which not integrally It would very 
interesting have a extension of quantitative results [ 21 
give the order of l(R, 
Let R be an integral domain with quotient 3eld ii’. We assurre that li’ is either 
a.Igebraic over Q or that Iri’ has characteristic p P, 0 and has transcendence d gree < 1 
over the ,~rime field. 1x1 ok’ denote th: group of roots of unity of K. k t IC R be 
any ideas. We do nor assume K finitely generated over the prime field. 
lt is not necessary to assume that I E R here since SK,(R, I) = SK,(R*. l) = 
SK 1 CR’, I) where R’ is the image of R+ in JC, R’ = 2 l 1 + R. For the proof, 1 will, of 
course, assume that R has a unit. If A’ has finite characteristic and is algebraic over 
the prime tjeld k then R = K and the theorem is trivial. Therefore we can ignore this 
case. We tlrst reduce to the case where R is finitely generated. Express R as a filtered 
union of finitely generated subrings R, and let 1a = I n R,. Then SK,(R, I) = 
Oirn SK 1 (Rat la ). 
*We note first that if case (A) does not apply to R, the same is true for all suffi- 
eiently large I?,. Clearly the characteristics are the same. If rE R is not integral over 
2, then R, is not integral over 2 as soon as FE R,. 1f K is not totally imaginary. it
has a real conjugate and the same is true of all R,. If we can prove the theorem for 
the case where R is finitely generated, it follows immediately that SK,(R, n = 0 
except in case (A). To see that SK,(R. /) is isomorphic to a subgroup of pK we use 
the following rem1 t. 
Lemma S-2, If* G = lim Ga is CI filtered direct limit of Abe&n groups artd em-h G, is 
isnmoqdic to 4 sub&up nf’pK then the some is tme fbr G. 
B’mof. Since PK is a torsion group, the same is true of GO and G and we can consider 
the p-primary components separateiy. Assume all G, are p-groups. The pxomponent 
of NK is either Z/p”2 for some rl or the group 2 P- which is the only infinite Abefian 
group which is a fittered union of cyck p-groups. If x,?, E G then x and .r-, are both 
in the inuge of Gcr for sonic a. It foliows that any finitely generated subgroup SC G 
IS a cyclic p-group and so G is either Z,,m or Z,/@V for some !II. If pK * Z/p%?, all 
clcmcnts of G, have order dividing p”. The same is then true of G SO m G N and (; 
is isomorphic to a subgruup of ZfyV. 
We can now assume that R is a finitely generated ring. !I follows that hI is a global 
field. 
Proof If A has characteristic zero. let R be the ring of in&q of K. Sicicc 9 is finite 
over 2, the ring RB is finite over R, Since B C RH, it foliows from [ 15, A22] that 
RB = [Is for some multiplicative set S in L?. Thus RR is a Dedekind ring and so is 
integrally closed. It follows that R8 is the integral closure of R. If K has finite char- 
acteristic, the proof of [ 15, AZ) shows that we can find x E R such that k’ is sep 
arable over &x) where k is the prime field. Now /??x] C R and the integral &sure 
61 of f$~j in A’ is finite over &] [ 15, AQ) . As above, it follows that HA is the 
integral closure of R and is finite over R. 
If R is ftnitely generated, so is its integral closure A which is finite over R. Let A 
be generated by q, .,., II,. If i) is a prime of K such that ordp o$M for all i, then 
A C L>b, and conversely. Since ,4 is Lkdekind, A = noi, over such p and ail but a 
finite number of primes of K occur. 
We can now prove Theorem 5.1. Since K, (R, 0) = 0 we look only at non-zero 
ideals I. if 0 # ICJ are ideals of R, then by 1 t ,Vl, Prop. 1.4). SK,IR, if) -+ SK1tR.J) 
is onto. Clearly R is 3 Noctherian domain and dim R = dim A = 1. Thcrehre, WC 
need only look at suificicntly small ideals 1. Note that any quotient of a subgroup 
of pK is again isomorphic to a subgroup of pK since its p-primary compcmnts are 
cyclic. 
Since A is finite over R we can find I # 0 in R such that rA C R. if I is an ideal 
ofR,thenOfrA?CIandrAIisanidealofA.SinceSKI(R.~A~)--*SKI(R,T)is 
onto, we need onJy look at ideais of R which are also ideals of A. 
I[f case (A) applies, then by [ 2, Th. 3.61 there is an ideal Jo of A such that 
SK,(A,J)=rKforallidealsJofAwithJC:.~~.IfJ2CJ1CJO,thenSKI(A,J2)-c 
SK, (A, J, ) is onto and therefore an isomorphism. Zf case (A) does not apply we set 
JO=A,sinceallSK1(A,J)arezeruby f2,Th. 3.6). 
Let rA C R with r + 0 as above and let J = (rJoj2. Let I# i! be an ideal ofA con- 
tained in R with I C J and consider the following diagram obtained from Theorem 
4.6 by using the fact that all e(r, x) lie in SK,, 
AJR @ 12fp 
01 
-SKI(R.12) 
A/R@ff12 - 
1 
-so SK&A, I*) - o 
SK,IR,n - 
1 
SK,(/A:W-+ 0 . 
The left vertical map is &vious?y zero since it is induced by the inclusion I? C 1. The 
right vertical map is an isr,morphism since 1’ C / C J,,. The middle vertical map is 
onto. An easy diagram chase IIIN shows that SK t(R, I”) -+ SK&A, f) is an isomorphism. 
Since SK 1 (A, r) = pA’ in case (A) and SK 1 (A, I) = 0 otherwise, we are done. 
I?erflark, In the hope of inspiring someone tc~ extend the quantitative results of (2) v 
I should grlint out tl’tat Thetlrem 5.1 can ;ilso be obtained using t?le methods of [Z] . 
Using the above remarks and [ 1, VI, T?I, -I_ 3 ‘31 we are reduced to a rather tedious re- 
working of the methods of [ 2, Part 11. TIlere is only one point war% mentioning 
expticidy. fn order to find a prime element n of R by Dirich?et”s thec.rcm we look 
instead for a prime elemcnr of A which satisfies the required conditions and. PI addi- 
tion, the I:ondition x s 1 mod I wfjcre / C R is an ideal of A as above. Now if UR E R 
wifh u E A, WC have a 5 u7p mod / and so tie R +l = R. In particular Air n R = Ra so 
Rn is prime in R, 
I have not attempted to prove any$ing beyond the resu? ts of Theorem 5. I by 
this method but it is quite likely that more precise results could be obtained at least 
if I C R is an idea? of A. The case where I is not an idea? of A will probably be even 
more difficult. In particular, I do not know whether SK,(R; = 0 in case (A). 
5 6. Failure of excision for k’, 
A number of definitic>ns have been proposed fur K,(R), 112 2 IS, 9, IO, IhI . I 
will &ow here that in a?? of these theories excision fails completely for R’,. Rather 
than consider each separately, i will state a number of axioms which are satisfied 
by al? these theories and deduce the results from these axioms. The results do not 
apply to the &theory of Karoubi and Villamayor 16.81 for which excision is known 
to hotd. The axioms be?~w i~rc nst satisfied by this theory because its A’1 is not the 
uI;url one. 
I will denote Milnor’s KZ by MK2 here to distinguish it from the other R, under 
consideration. Thus MK2(R) = ker [St(R) -+ CL(R)!. Suppose we are given a functor 
A’, from rings with unit to Abelian groups and also a relative functor K, defined on 
the category of pairs (R, l) where R is a ring with unit and I is a Z-sided ideal of R. 
The values ofIT are to be in the category of Abclian groups. We assume that the 
following three conditions are satisfied. 
(A) There is a natural map 0: MK, -4,. 
(B) If / is a Z-sided ideal of R, theie is &ap a: Kq(R/f) + K,(R. I) su& that the 
diagram 
conwwtes. Here K&R, I’) is the usual relative K, and the map a : MK#/I, --* K&R, r) 
is the usud map in the exact sequence 
(C) There is a natural map t : K,( R, I) + K,(R) such that c is a monomorphism 
whenever R + R# is a split epimorphism of rings. 
In the theories of [S, 10, Iti] there is actuaUy a sequence 
(2) . ..~K3(I~.~K~(R/I)-+K2(R.I)-,K2(R)-*K2(R~T)-K,(R,I)-,... 
and a natural map of( 1) into this which is the identity on the A’, terms. If we take 
Kt = MK,. wsf can define K,(R, l’) to be the kernel of K,(R) -+ K2(R/f). This was 
denoted K;(R, /) in 114) . In the other theories (C) follows immediately from (2). 
In 191, Milnor defines MK$R, I) to he the Stein relativation of MK,. We will 
see that this does not satisfy (C) and so does not fit into ,Jn exact sequence (2). For 
any K2 as above, we define K;(R. fj to be the Stein telativation of K2. This is de- 
fined as follows 1 121 . Let 
13 -.. !!_, R 
be a Cartesian diagram, and detine K;(R, !) = ker (K@) -+ Kz(R)) _ By (C) we have 
K$(R. I) = K2(D.J) whereJ is the kernel ofpt because pt (as well asp2) is split by 
the diagonal map 8: R -+ D. The map p2: (I?. J) + (R, r) induces a map K$(R, /) = 
K,(D, J) --+ Kz(R, l). I will show that this is not an isumurphism in general and that 
Ki(R. I) does not satisfy (C). I will also show that excision fails for K$(R, I). 
The obstructions to excision are given by a certain secondary #-theory operation. 
We begin by defining this and showing that it is non-trivial. 
Let R be a ring with unit. Ife, B E R satisfy ab = O= bu, then in GUN) we have 
c*#) 9&b) = ! + fzq2 + 4591 = e2&b) e&i). Therefore the element [~+(a), q&b)] 
lies in the kernel MK2(R) of 4: St(R) -+ CL(R). In the notation of (9, $81 it is 
P,26?) * e,,U3i. 
Definition. Ifa, BE R and ab=O=ba, let ~(a, b)= ~([x12(4,,x2f(b)~ )E Kz(R). 
This is clearly natural. Iff: R + R’ then K2(f)(c(a, b)) = c( f(a),f(b)). We also 
note that c(u, 6) = 0 if a or b is 0. The ring Z[x, ~$1 /(x,,) is clearly a universal example 
for the operation c: Ifab = bo = 0 in R, define f: Z[x, ~1 /(x,t) + R by f(x) = a, 
f(y) = b. Then C(II, b) = Kz(S)(c(x, y)). 
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It would be interesting to know whether this result extends to the case where2 
is replaced by some ether commutative ring R, e.g., a field. This would imply that 
all the results obtained below continue to hold if we restrict ourselves to the category 
of R-algebras. At the end of this section I will show how to do this for the fields 
Z,‘pZ with p Z 5, 
Since c(x, v) is universal, it will clearly sufftce to find some ring R t’or which 
~(a, b) # 0. We begin by reducing our problem to one concerning h’, . 
LRmma 6.2. Lx1 R be a wirm~tutiw ring with unit arld Iet I be an ideal in F. I..ct 
a, b E R with ab E I. If’a. 6 are the irnuges qf‘a, b in R/l, rhm the image ~f’c(i, b) 
U&T the nrup 3 given in ( B) is the McJnnkke syr~bc~l [ ,‘~~~ 1 E SK 1 (3, l). 
Proof. The commutative diagram of CR) sf~ows that &(a, b) is the image of 
[.x&9, .~t(&)~ under the map a: MK$R/I) -+ K,(R, r] in sequence (I ). This 
sequence isobtained by qpfying the snake Lemma to the diagram 
This iies in GL(R, I) and represents a~(& 6). Since [e,$~), eZ1(b)j is a commutator, 
it lies in SL(R, I). We now apply the following well-known result (cf. 1 I. p. 300/k 
Proof. The image is [ “, 1 by de finit ion. Since ad - be = 1, we have I”, 1 [ f; 1 = [ $1 = , 
[:I = [;I*! Als0 @[:;I = 121 = [“‘,--‘I = 
Now let t be a primitive cube root of 1 and let A = ZI{l. Let h = I {. Then the 
ideal (A) of n is prime and {Q2 =(3). In fact, X2 = -35. Let I=#) and set a= A*, 
A = -@?I. Then abEI. 
Proof. By 12, Th. 3.6) , there is a homomorphism SK&& r) + ~3 given by [i ] P ($j3 
Now oh’ ={A4=9and bah= 1 +f2?h1---3A= -2t3~.Since,V(‘I- 3X)= 14,wc 
see that ( 1 . 3X) is prime and A/( 1--3X) = Ft9. Since ( 19.. 1)/J = 6, WC have by defi- 
nition, ( i._9rh ) = -c)tis_ 23 mod ( 1 +.;A). Therefore this element is non-trivial. 
We now apply Theorem 6.1 to prove a number of negative results concerning R2. 
Consider the (‘artesian diagram 
It follows that the sequence 0 --t A$(R, I) -+ h’,(R) --+ K2(‘R//) --+ 0 is not exact 
even if R -+ R/I is a split epimorphism. In particular there is na sequence of the form 
( 2) with &(R, fj = I:‘;(R. l). 
Thus excision fails for Kz. We hrrve just shown that &(I,, 4 --* Kz(R, p) is not an 
isomorphism. (‘Iearly 11~: J * 1. Define g: Z(t) + Z[x,r,J /(_ry) by g(t) = y. T?wn p2g 
is the identity. Also 9(I) C J since I= Rt and J = Qv. Therefore (0, J) + (R, r) is a 
split epirnorphism. 
Corollary 6.7. The map K$CD, s) -+ $(R. I) is not un iwmr@tism. 
Therefore excision also fails for K$(R, r) even under split epimorphisms. 
Roof. To find R$(D, J) we must consider the Cartesian diagram 
where we have identified D + D,U with pt : D + R. If we regard (3) as a map of 
pl: D+R tof’: K 42. and apply Stein’s construction, we get a map of(4) into (3). 
Explicitly, this is 
(S? 
Consider the elements u = (x, x), h = (C)J) in E. Then ub= 0 so &I. b) E A’#) is 
defined. Since y1 (b) = 0 md /I(Q) = 0 we see that ~(a. b) lies in the kernel of 
k’;(D, J) -t K$( R, f) just as in Coruitary 6.5. To show that ~(a, b) # 0 we obscrw 
that q?(a) = x and 42(b) =_I*. Therefore the image of (*(a. b) under A’,(Q) is 
c(x, -1’) # 0. 
Ifwe have a mapf‘:(R1, I, )-*(‘R2, I$ withf‘: I, =I? and iff’: R, --+Rz isonto, 
it is easy to see that the map MK2(R,, f,) + MK2(R2, I,) is onto (9, Lemma 6.31. 
The condition that fbe onto is really needed here. Let g be as in the proof of 
CorullaJy 6.6. 
In fact, K&Q) K#) = id. If K2(g) were onto, it would follow that A’@t) is 
an isomorphism. 
We can also get a negative result in the absolute case. Here we only need to assume 
that k’2 satisfies (A) and (B). 
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In fact, since f-and g arc split, the existence of such a sequence would imply that 
K,(4) + &(A 1 ) t,:i K2(,42 j is a monomorphism. But in the case of diagram (3), the 
&mcn t t-(x, y) of K,([C’\ is n~~cro and maps to zero under p1 and ~2. 
Finally, we consider the extension ofli’, to rings without units considered in 
[ 16. 1 ?I . if A has no unit, let A* be the ring obtained by formally adjoining a unit 
to A. We have a split extension 0 --, .4 --t A+ * 2 + 0 and we define &(A ) E 
kcr l&(,4+) -+ &L(Z)\. This is c~sistent ifft has a unit provirled that h’, yrcscrves 
finite prf_)ducts iwhen applied to rings with units), This is certainly true for MK2. 
Coroll;uy 6.10, Tlie txtertsitvt tvf AC2 to rings without unit does mt preserve firtite 
prt ducts. 
Roof. Using the diagram (3) again, we see that H = !+ and D = (f x 0’. Since x and 
y map to zero in 2, c(x, y) lies in &(I x I). Its images under pl and pz arc zero so 
Kz(l x 6) -*A’#) x. &(r) is not a monomorphism. Note that A++ x EL) + 
Kz(R 1 f ): A’#$) is always a split epimorphism bccause the inchisiorts i,: H,, -+ 
Rt k RI given by it(r) = (I, O), is(r) = (0, rj are ring homomorphisms. Since Af$O)= 0 
it is easy to <heck that the composition K2(R1) x K2(Rz’)-+K2(R1 x Hz) -+ 
A’z(R, 1 x A’+R2) is the identity. 
To conclude this section, I will sh.)w that C(X, y) + 0 in K I(RCx, _v )/(x)4) fbr 
A = Z,/pZ where p is prime and p 2 5. To do this it will suffice to exhibit a ring B 
and an ideal I with a, b E B, abE I and [ Iubib ] # 1 in SK, (S, f) such that p(B/r) = 0. 
For this, we choose B and I as in Lemma j.2. M Q = XP- 3.~~ l, h = X6, where 
A= I - f, x e A and u is a unit of A = Z[f] . By 12, Al I] there is an clement nEA 
with AZ prime and n s I +p (modp*). Since (p) = (W-* ), we tan choose x C-A so 
that I -&.I= 1 -- W-l .Y = II. NW each conjugate 7rci) of IT satisfies Al s 1 fp (mod& 
so X7r = n #‘r f (1 +pyl- 1 f 
Since R is prime. 
t - p (mod p*). Therefore k = (MT - I ),&I f -. t (modp). 
Iftr = g’, then uk = U-t and we can choose r so that (Xp%.# q I mod n. 
Using the remarks at the end :if 9 3, we can get many other e;iamples and pro- 
bably all fh~ ita fields 8t’ hracteristic p # 2.3 can tw obtained in this way. The 
example cw~side;~d in LCSIJIU 7.4 shoti;s that rf.~~, jr) # 0 for R ‘=E z/9z bui 1 hmr’c 
nut yet found an example for K = Z/32. An example f‘~r R = Z/42 ~nay be ob- 
tained as follows. Let A = Z[i] , R = Z f 34, and I = 2&l where X= 1 -i, i = + 1. 
I”etu=- 2i and h = Xi. Again 1 have no exampIe for A = Z/Z. 
$7. Further results on Milnot’s K, , 
ln this section, I wilt give an analogue of Theorem 4.6 for Milnor’s Kz I I will 
now denote this functor by A’? rather than MK, as in $6. The Stein reiatividation 
ofKZ will be denrjted by KZ{R. I’) as in 191 and K;(R. l) will denote the kernci of 
k’?(R) --+ K 2 (RM). 
M Let 1’: A -+ H be a suqcctIve homomorphism of rings with unit. Let N= kerf’and 
1st /CA andJc”B be 2 -sided ideals such that f: I q J. We can regard I and X as 
Z-sided ,-j-modules and hence as modules over the ring A’ = A @A. 
Px A, ._ -__.._-+ ,4 
Pzi 
t $ 
A_. ..I_ __,,4/~ 
If x E 1%’ and y E f then x,zr, yx E IN + !Vl C N n I = 0. Therefore the elements (s, x) 
and (0~) of A 1 have product zero and WC can define $(x.y) = c((x, x), (0~)) in the 
notation of’ $6. E wili show that 9 is AY-bilinear and is zero ifxEN* or yE 1:. 
There is also an anaiogue of Theorem 7. I for Kh provided the extensions 
rl 3 Ca//. S -*B/J split in a consistent way. 
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K!JA, J) ---- ’ ------) A’p, J) 
is cocartesian. 
It follows that the kernel ofk’# I) + K#I,J) maps onto the kernel of 
$(A, /) -+ K;(B, J). Using Theorem 7. I we deduce the following result. 
1 will actually prove Corollary 7.3 and deduce T~~XXCJIIS 7.1 and 7.2 from it. To 
do this consider the Cartesian diagrams 
LAY I1 := kerpl andJ, = kerq and letfi; Al -4, by f’(a,, 02) r= (f(a&f*(o2)). 
Ify‘(a*, ‘2-J ) = 0 then 0’1, ~2 E X. Since (aI, a2) E A l we have a1 - a2 E I. But 
JtTij’=: Osoal = a2. Therefore ker fl = ((a. a)1 u E A’} = A’, The diagonal maps 
AA : A --+ A, and 9,: R -+R, split the mapspt and ql. Ail the hypotheses of 
Theorem 7.2 are sattsficd by fr : (A 1, I, ) -+ (J3,. J, ). Therefore the exact squencc 
of Theoren~ 7.1 follows from that of Corollary 7.3. If in addition, the hypothesis 
ot’ Theorem 7.2 applies to f. we get a diagram 
By examining the definition of 4 and $’ we see that this commutes and an easy 
diagram chase yields Theorem 72. 
We must now prove Coroltary 7.3. If x EN’ and _V f I then X~V =_VX = 0 so 
Proof. Sintx c(u, b) = c*(.u, h)“ by Isrxna 7.6, it will sufti~e to show that 
CC%-. ,-J’Z )C(Z, x_v) CQ’, - 2-Y b = i . Using Lxnmn 7.4 arid the Steinberg rt‘lattcms, we 
cm write this expression as 
Since the C’S are central, the f’ae t that this is I fdlows immediately frrum P. ilall”s 
identity 
Here @x stands for #Z& , etc. Hall’s identity is valid in any group and is proved by 
writing out all commutators and checking that everything cancels. 
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Let R + R/I be a split cpimorphism of rings with unit. Then there is a subringk 
of R with R = a ++ 1. The extension 1 -+ St’(R, I) --* St(R) + StiRiT) -+ I splits and .I 
WC can identify St(R) with its image in St(R). it acts on St’(R. I’) by conjugation so 
w can regard St’(R, I’) as a group with St(k) acting as a group of aut~murphisms. 
1 will refer to such a group as an St(di)_group. 
In relations 114) tu (7), rhe Jot indicates the operation of St(k) vn St’(R, f). The 
proot is !he same as that rbt‘ Lemma 8.4 of‘ [ I (II . 
Renoark. For any Z-sided ideal I of a ring R, St(R, I ) is dettlncd to he St’(R), 1, ) 
where RI is the pullba& of the diagram 
and I, = ker p1 . Since p1 i(; split by the diagonal map R --* W 1 WC can use Lemma 
7.8 to get a presentation ot’St(H. r). It is gcneratcd as an St(R)-group by the elements 
J’ij(X) = x~~((O,X)) for .uE!. The relations are iikc those oi Lemma 7.8 except that 
we write _IQ(X) tk Xii(x) and K f‘or iii. This presentation was given in [ 14, p. 2 141 
but it unfortunately appemucf in a rather garbled form. 
Eow suppose we are in the situation of Theorem 7.2. ifs E St’(A. A!) andyE/, 
the dentent [ s, x,#I)I lies in St’(4, N) n St’(A, f) since both these subgroups arc 
normal itI St(A). Thcrcfm its images in St(Alllr) = St(B) and in St(A/l) arc both 
trivial. The commutativity cd 
Sl’(A, I) ‘-- - --.-Q’(B, J) c St(B) 
9 ’ 
a&, I) .- --.” 
; (0 
-*a& J) 
shows that &Is,+_v)] ) = I su fs,xi,(~~~~ lies in K)?(A, I) and is central in St(A). Let 
C be the subgroup of St’(A, I‘) generated by at1 the elements [s, xij(y)l for s E St’(A, N), 
y E r. 
is exac’ 1. 
Now let A = Q(A/I) C A and B = &B/J) C B. The cornnrutativity of 
St(A) -- --4t(.A ) 
J 
St;& --. ..-- + St{ B) 
shows that 
*_. 
I -+ St(A) fl St’(A, I) --, St(A) -+ St(B) -+ t 
is exact, so we can regard G as an St@)-group. Define the map St’{& J) -+ G to bc _.- 
the St( B)-homomorphism sending x&t) for .r, E J to the image in G of xii(x) u here 
x f I, f(x) = y. The relations of Lemma 7.8 vc easily verif’led. Since St’(B, J) is 
generated as an St(&group by the X&V). and G is generated as an St(A)-goup (and 
This follows by the snake Icmma applied to the diagram 
t -+ c -+ S&l, t) --+ St’(H,J) --, I 
For any ring R with unit, let St(R) act ckri itself‘ by inner automorphism. Since 
the center acts trivially, this action factors through the cannniual map 9: St(R) + E(R). 
If cT E E(R) and x f St(R). we define u*x L=_PX_V -I where 1’ is any clement of St(R ) _ _
with &Y) = a. 
Proof. This is &ar for u = 1. Since E,,(R) is generated by all ePq(s) with p, q < U, 
SER. it ufll suffice to show that if the lemma is true for u it is also true for e,,(s)o. 
Now t’pq($) O’Xi_j(‘) = Xpq(SHU’Xii(r})xpcl(s) -‘. fn GEE ( I ), X,,q(S) and Xii(I) C’OIII- 
mute and the result is clear. In case (2 ), xpq(s) commutes with x&biu, for u + f~ 
and XpqfS) Xip’rbjv) Xw(S)” a _x,J -. BIDES) Xip(rbjp ). ‘I’hereforc, the d y change in 
the right-hand side of (2) is that -Kiq(rbiq ) is replaced by .T~~(~(!I~~ 
kpq(s) a)-’ 
bjps)). But, if 
= d epq(-. s) = (bl,) then bit, = bjL, for Y 7t (I and h;q = !qq -. bjPs. The 
proof of (3 ) is similar. 
I will con&de by proving 3 strcmger version af Lenma 7.1 1. 
bof. If we have such an action and u E GL.,,(R j, choose N > n and use the fact that 
u*xii(r) = (U*Xiiv( I), o*x@)j. The ternls inside the brackets are determined by the 
identities of Lemma 7. I 1. Therefore the action is unique. If uE E,,(R) the same 
argument together with Lemma 7.1 1 shows that the action agrees with the usual one. 
Now let S, be the subgroup of St(R) generated by all Xii(r) with iJ G ~1. If 
u E GLJR j and x E s,, \ let 
where 7 is chosen to make p E E(R). For example, we may take T= 8 i 14, Lem. 
1X3]. Define u*x = p*x. If WC choose 3 different q getting a new pl, we have 
and this acts trivially on x by Lemma 7.1 l( 1) (we must renumber the indices here, 
of course). Therefore u-x is defined. Clearly u*(x)‘) = (a-x)(u*r,). If u, u’EGLJR1 
and we have found corresponding elements p, p’E E(R), we can choose pp’ to Corrc- 
spond to uu’. Therefore u&x = u$Y’*x). 
Since we can choose 7 to have the form 
7= 
252 R. G. Swan, Es&on irr alfirbtaic* A’-theon 
WC see that the actions uf GL,$R) on S,, and SwI+l 3gree. Therefore CL,,(R) acts 
c)ll us,,, = St(N). The inclusions M,,(R) C GL,,+, (R) are clearly compatible with 
this action\ SO GJ_@) acts on St(R). The required identities follow dir&j fram the 
definition sf the action and Lemma 7.1 1. 
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